Reds Kill 5 Marines At Outpost
SARGENT (U.S.S.) — Communist guerrillas today killed five Marines in an ambush of a border outpost in Sargent, U.S.S. Marino and South Vietnam Marine units were sent there to reinforce the border guards. The incident took place in the early morning hours, and the Marines were killed by enemy gunfire.

Cease-Fire?

Major Nixon Moves Slated
WASHINGTON (AP) — There was no word today on whether a cease-fire agreement would be signed between the United States and North Vietnam. The State Department said that discussions were continuing, but it refused to set a deadline for the talks.

Miami Suits Due 'Mafia' Hotels
Under Attack

Heidi Loses In Rematch

New Orleans (AP) — Heidi Neitzel, a 10-year-old girl, lost her bid for a title in a recent international chess tournament in New Orleans. Neitzel, who had won the title in previous tournaments, was defeated by a young player from China.

The Oklahoma Journal

Fred Hails Protests, Spiro Raps 'Snobs'

WASHINGTON (AP) — Senator Fred Haines of Oklahoma, a strong supporter of the war in Vietnam, today praised anti-war protesters, saying they were expressing a legitimate viewpoint. Haines, who has often been at odds with the administration, called the protesters' demonstrations a healthy sign of concern among Americans.
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Duel Reported Along Suez

Office's Fast Hands Save Life

Koreans Slay 4 Prisoners?

Driver Gets Ticket, Shoots Up Station

Soviet Slogan Drops Tear Gas

Driver Tells of Slaying

Braniff brings Hawaii closer to Oklahoma City.
Friendly Elephant Sells Contraceptives In India

By WILLIAM J. DOUGLAS

In the span of 500 years, the elephant has evolved from being a harmless, gentle animal to a powerful, aggressive beast. This transformation has been attributed to the introduction of the so-called "contraceptives," which have changed the way people think about the elephant. The contraceptives, which are available in various forms, have been widely used in India, where the elephant population is estimated to be around 20,000.

In this age of gimmicks and chrome, is there a place for a car so masterfully engineered that 90 percent of its value is invisible?

Mercedes-Benz thinks so.

Yesterday's roadsters had engines that were basically only a car. They were fast, flashy, and loud. But today's cars are different. They are quiet, smooth, and efficient. They are also more expensive. For example, the new Mercedes-Benz S-Class costs more than $100,000.

Recalling considerate feats

Jack Wins At Sahara

Johnny U. Back On Beam

Colts Ax Saints, 30-10

Gabriel Fires Ram Win

Man Dies In Blaze

MORTON BOMBS EAGLES, 49-14

Pokes No Longer Big Eight Pushover

Craig Hurls For 5 TDs In First Half

REDSKIN RALLY DUMPS GIANTS

Rally-Jeanne's Smith was dropped for 1-yard loss on the play by Larry Brown (65).
Vikes Roll By Cards

Washington Just Buzzing Along

Washington's offense is a sight to behold. With a mix of running and passing, the team has been scoring points at an alarming rate. The defense, on the other hand, has been solid, allowing few opportunities for the opposition. Coach Joe Gibbs has done a great job of keeping the team focused and motivated.

Big Eight

Lions Trip Bears, 13-7

Frisco, 21-7

Nicklaus Wins Title

Aggies Move Into Top Spot

San Diego Stops Pats

Lamonica's Passes Rip Bills, 50-21

Bama Wearing Crimson Face

Hayes Boys

Chiefs Nab 17-10 Win

CRIME DOES PAY

We've brought you the new Dodge Adventurer

DODGE JEEP BAJA

$4495

$1495

$1995

Dodge Adventurer

$1995

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE

S.E. 15th & Midwest Blvd, 733-4559 Open Thurs. Night.
Lawton Coach Credits 'Luck'

Lawton, Norman To Decide Title

Biggs May Not Play For Jets Tonight

Hunting Club To Name Slate

Knudsen's 72 Does It

Tires, Tires, Tires

SERVICE GUIDE
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KOCO TV 5
Save $180 on elegant 4-pc. Spanish Bedroom Suite.

If Your Mood Is Spanish “Alicante” Will Fit Your Mood

Includes 68” triple dresser, tall vertical mirror and regular or queen-size headboard and 3-Drawer chest.

$499

Reg. $578 Night Stand $68
King-size Headboard $15 more

Sealy Comfort Package Queen Size!

You owe it to yourself to sleep well every night. It all starts with Sealy’s sound plan for total comfort. Lusciously comfortable because of the larger sleeping surface deeply quilted over puffy layers of cushioning. The Comfort Package is 60” wide x 80” long with 170 coils of innerpring support. Come in and see what this new kind of comfort is today.

$199

Save $40

Don’t miss this great offer from Sealy! A complete bedding set all in one package!

1 Queen Size Mattress
1 Queen Size Box Springs
2 Pillows
2 Pillowcases
1 Flat bottom sheet
1 Fitted Top sheet
1 Bedspread
1 Queen-size frame